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The scattering reactions of three equal-mass particles constrained to move in a straight
line and interacting with each other via zero-range potentials have been analyzed on the basis
of the extended R-matrix theory. The simplicity of the model facilitates an exposition of the
complexities that result from the existence of rearrangement channels and from the possi-
bility for breakup into three-body channels. The conventional expressions for the K matrix
and the T matrix are derived on a rigorous basis. A practical method for approximating the
continuum of three-body breakup channels by a discrete set is used to carry out a distorted-
wave Born approximation (DWBA) K-matrix calculation of the probabilities for transmission,
knockout, and breakup when one particle is incident on a bound state of the other two. This
method is found to give much better results than a DWBA T-matrix calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of the K matrix as the basis for nuclear-
reaction calculations has been suggested by sever-
al people. ' ' In a recent paper various versions
of Fil-matrix theory and K-matrix theory were
tested by application to a solvable two-body, two-
channel model. It was found that a K-matrix treat-
ment wherein the K matrix is evaluated by means
of an iterated version of the Shakin-Hufner-Lem-
mer method' is a remarkably effective method for
calculating cross sections.

The application of this K-matrix method to a
true many-body system is beset with two difficul-
ties, in our view. First of all, the usual integral
equations relating the various many-body Green's
functions become suspect when there is a possibil-
ity of partitioning the particles comprising the sys-
tem into two clusters in more than one way. This
corresponds to the existence of rearrangement
channels. Then in the context of R-matrix theory
the optical-model Green's functions, which refer
to specific channels, must be defined only for re-
stricted regions of configuration space contained
in the region of definition of the system Green's
function. Thus we find it necessary to modify the
conventional integral equations relating these
Green's functions by introducing projection opera-
tors in the appropriate places.

The second difficulty arises from the possibility
for three-body channels to become open. To calcu-
late the transition amplitude from the K matrix

one must either solve the Heitler integral equa-
tion' or invert an expression linear in the K ma-
trix. It is the latter alternative we choose to em-
ploy. The indices of the K matrix refer to the
open reaction channels for the system. The three-
body channels comprise a continuously infinite set
of channels. Thus when the energy of the system
exceeds the threshold for three-body breakup, one
is required to invert a matrix whose dimension is
continuously infinite. A procedure for approxi-
mating the continuum of three-body channels by a
discrete set has been proposed by Tobocman and
Schmittroth. ' A variant of that method has been
used in the work to be reported l:ere and has been
found to serve well.

We consider the dynamics of a system consisting
of three equal-mass particles constrained to move
in a straight line. These particles are distinguish-
able and interact with each other via zero-range
potentials. This system is complex enough to be
capable of rearrangement scattering and three-
body breakup. It is simple enough so that an exact
solution in closed form can be found when all the
potentials are equal in strength. ' More important,
the simplicity of the system permits us to deal
with the problems arising from rearrangement
and breakup without being hindered by inessential
complexities and details.

The extended 3-matrix formalism" is used to
construct expressions for the transition probabili-
ties for the various possible scattering reactions
in terms of the R matrix. Then the integral equa-
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tions for the Green's function are used to eliminate
the R matrix in favor of the K matrix or T matrix.
Special attention is devoted to the derivation of
these integral equations and to the definitions of
the Green's functions.

We calculate the transition probabilities for the
various scattering reactions that occur when one
particle is incident on a bound state of the other
two. The calculation is based on the distorted-
wave Born approximation (DWBA) for the K matrix
or the T matrix. Our purpose is to test the Toboc-
man and Schmittroth method' for dealing with the
breakup channels and to determine to what degree
the use of the more complicated K-matrix method
improves the quality of the description of scatter-
ing reactions as compared to the more convention-
al T-matrix method. Our results indicate that our
variant of the Tobocman and Schmittroth method
for dealing with three-body channels in K-matrix
calculations is practical. We find that the K-ma-
trix results for this model are much superior to
the T-matrix results in spite of the fact that both
the K matrix and the T matrix are calculated on
the basis of the DWBA.

In Secs. II and III we set up a scattering-theory
formalism for the one-dimensional equal-mass

three-body system. The required properties of the
Green's functions are derived in the Appendixes.
The method for handling the three-body breakup
channels is outlined in Sec. IV. Section V is de-
voted to a description of our numerical calculations
of the transition probabilities for our one-dimen-
sional three-body system. The results of our cal-
culations are discussed in Sec. VI.

II. COLLISION MATRIX FOR THE
ONE-DIMENSIONAL EQUAL-MASS

THREE-BODY SYSTEM

The Hamiltonian of the system is

,
= (-,')"'(;—r.),

y,. = (-',)"'(0.5r,. +0.5 r, —r, ),
z( = (-', )'"(r, + r, + r),),

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

where i,j, k is any cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3.

8 8 8
H ,+,+, —v, 5(r, —r, )

2m 8r $ 8 V2 8X3'

—v, 5(r, —r, ) —v, 5(r, —r, ) .

The transformation to relative and center-of-mass
coordinates is

Under this transformation the Hamiltonian becomes

h' 8' 8' 8'
H. p

= — .~,~,~,5(*,) ~ ar() ~,6(, ,)), ,2m 8x,.' 8y,
' 8 z,.'

i=1 or 2or 3;
g. =2 ~ @- pp, g.

Thus, the Schrodinger equation for the relative motion of the three equal-mass particles is
8 8).*~, ,~,n(*,),ll(x, ) ~,5(,)) e(, , );) = 0,

s

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(4a)

where

E = @2/2/2m (4b)

is the energy.
The one-dimensional equal-mass three-body sys-

tem is thus found to be equivalent to a two-dimen-
sional one-body system. The three zero-range
two-body potentials that describe the mutual inter-
actions of the three particles become for the one
particle in two dimensions an array of three
straight line potentials passing through the origin
and each making an angle of +-', w with respect to
each of the others. Figure 1 illustrates the rela-
tionship.

We follow the standard R-matrix-theory" pro-
cedure for constructing a description of the scat-
tering processes that can occur for this system.

y, =c, -3 ''c&x, &3 ' (5a)

y„, =--y; =c, -3 "'c -x,„-=-x,~ 3'"c. (5b)

The coordinates y,.„=—-y,. and x,.„=--x,. for i
= 1, 2, 3 have been introduced here. The channel
entrance surface diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

The first step is a formulation of a description of
the asymptotic behavior of 4 . To this end we in-
troduce a channel entrance surface to separate
configuration space into an inside or "interaction"
region and an outside or "asymptotic" region.
Since our configuration space is two-dimensional,
the channel entrance surface is simply a closed
curve enclosing the origin. We choose the chan-
nel entrance surface to be the regular hexagon
formed by the lines
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FIG. 1. The relative motion of three equal-mass
particles constrained to move in one dimension and in-
teracting with one another by zero-range potentials is
equivalent to the motion of a single particle in two di-
mensions through the array of line potentials shown in
the lower part of the diagram.

FIG. 2. Channel entrance surface diagram. The hexa-
gon is the channel entrance surface. The interior of the
hexagon is the interaction region of configuration space.
The exterior is the asymptotic region.

the radial wave functions f,s,. (y) at the. ir respec-
tive channel entrances y& =c. At channel entrance
j the radial wave function f&8, has a free particle
motion behavior:

The side y, =c (1 « i «8) of the channel entrance
surface is called channel entrance i. On each
channel entrance, y,. =c, is constructed a complete,
orthonormal set of real channel states X,. (x,).
These are the solutions of

fy(), ;„(y) K(8)(y) f=„8~ KI()) (y)U—,8;„,

&It)) (y) = (m /hp, s)"' exp(zip, sy), .

(8a)

(Sb)

(8c)

c
d ,~, 5(q) ~ q„*)q„(q) =0, (8)

f;(),(.(y) =(X;8(x;)&(y —y;) I+ (.) .

The asymptotic behavior of the system wave func-
tion 4, is discussed in terms of the properties of

which fulfill real, homogeneous boundary condi-
tions at the end points of the channel entrance,
x, =~3 '"c.

Corresponding to each channel state X, we iden-
tify a solution 4,. of the Schrodinger equation for
the relative motion of the three-body system, Eq.
(4). For each such solution a set of radial wave
functions f,(), (y) are defined:

The incoming and outgoing free particle radial
wave functions (~z~ are normalized to unit current.
The asymptotic behavior of 4,. has been fixed to
be such that%', - has ingoing waves only in channel
ie. The collision matrix elements U,.B, then
serve to provide a complete characterization of
the asymptotic behavior of the states +,

We need to determine the relationship between
the Hamiltonian and the collision matrix U. This
is done by constructing a formal solution to the
Schrodinger equation (4) which is valid in the in-
teraction region and matching this solution to the
asymptotic behavior specified by Eqs. (8) at the
channel entrances. The formal solution is con-
structed by application of Green's theorem. Let
4 be any state vector for the system.
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Consider the quantity

z=(e,' IK'4» -(4 *IK'4,.) =(4 *IK' —K'I e,.)
=(4*IK2 —k~I4( ) = t Cx&dy&C ( (K z

—k )@',
4

inside
region

(gb)8 8 —a,6(x,) —a 6(x ) —a36(x ),PP 8 2 8 2 1 1 2 2

where the superscript T indicates transposition. The brackets will be understood to connote a configura-
tion-space integration confined to the inside region. Now apply Green s theorem:

inside
region

82 82 8 8
2+ 2 +]~ -+]~ 2+8' 8' 8X~ 8'

J u' , (e',' s,.-e...' e)-3 c

(10a)

D= Xga ~& 5 c-y; Xya~& 6 c-y,-

~=j. 8=i

Equations (9) and (10) can be combined to give

&4*I k' -K' I4;.& =&+*ID'-DI4,.) .

(lob)

Thus, 4, in the inside region is related to its value and normal derivatives on the channel entrance sur-
face by

4,~ =G,~(D,z —D, )4',~,
G=(k —K ) '.

Using Eqs. (7) and (10b) this becomes

d d
fls ;(3') gP fy.. ( )=R8py(), ).-)).i8. 'y(—V, ~) f y(~))—, , .

k=1 )('=1

R,B »(y, c).=&x&8(x&)&(y y&) I
G

I

—x»(x~)6(c —ya)&

(12a)

(12b)

(18a)

(1sb)

where it is understood that y ~ c. R,.a» is an element of the R matrix.
Now the matching of this interior solution to the asymptotic form is accomplished by substituting the

asymptotic form given by Eqs. (8) for the radial wave functions f&8, . This is only justified for values of y
which are not too much smaller than c. To be precise, y must be greater than the range of the residual
interaction V, introduced below in Eq. (16h). The result of this substitution is an algebraic equation for
the collision matrix which reads

z~-& =z('&U or v=z&'&-'z~-&,

z, , = (, ()')(),&()~ —(& (*)—R, &s()', ) ))ye(v *) +As (*))
(~) (~) (y) d d (&)

(14a)

(14b)

Through the R matrix, Eqs. (14) provides a rela-
tionship between the collision matrix and the
Green's function operator G. This expression will
next be transformed to accomplish two purposes.
First of all, the explicit dependence on the channel
radius c will be eliminated. The result, express-
ing U in terms of configuration space averages of

G instead of in terms of the values and derivatives
of R, ,8 at the channel entrances, will give better
results with the few level approximations one
might use to represent the Green's function opera-
tor. Secondly, the contemplated transformation
will permit the injection of an optical potential into
the formalism. By a shrewd choice of optical po-
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y H

tor for channel entrance i as the inverse of k'
—K), where

8 8
PC,.')., =—,—,—u,.b(x, ) —b, b(y, )

= [ff,.(x, , y, )'j,p
. (15)

The quantity b, b-(y, ) is the optical potential for
channel entrance i T. he potential strength b, can
be chosen arbitrarily. Similarly, the functional
form of the optical potentials can be any finite-
range expression we choose. The zero-range form
was used because of its convenience.

Now for the evaluation of R, ,B in Eqs. (14) we
will use the substitution derived in Appendix A:

P~GP j = G~Pj + G~Xgj Gj
(+)

G =(Q2 +2 )

G; =P, (k'-K ) 'P;,

(16a)

(16h)

(16c)

(16d)

N
&|)(»-x )b(y- y ) IP;I 6(x'-x )6(y' —y;)}

= 5(x —x')5(y —y')e(3 " c —x)8(3 "c+x),
(16e)

FIG. 3. Illustration of the spatial extension of quanti-
ties associated with channel 1. The projection operator
P& equals 1 between line AG and line HN; P& vanishes
elsewhere. Channel entrance 1 is line segment BI. Re-
sidual interaction V& is nonvanishing only on line seg-
ments CL, DK, and EJ in the region where P& ——1. Note
that P4 =P&, V4 = V&, and channel entrance 4 is line seg-
ment FM.

tential, the burden of reproducing the background
elastic scattering is reduced for G, again enhanc-
ing the efficacy of the few level approximation.

Define the optical-model Green's function opera-

X,'.—,. ' = Vj+ V, GVj,

Vj =K —Kj ——Vj

(16f)

(16g)

(16h)

The operator P, projects onto the configuration-
space region ~x, ~

~ 3 '~'c. The extension in con-
figuration space of the operators P,. and V, is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

Since the R matrix element R,.„ja is the result of
projecting G onto channel entrances i and j, it is
just the quantity P, GPj that is needed. The explicit
configuration space representation for G, is

derived in Appendix 8:

(6(x( —x) 5(X( —T) I G( I 6(x; —x') 6(y» —y') ) =0 /x/ Jx'f&3 '"c

= Z X( (x)a. (y, y')X(. (x') I »I, I
x'I - 3 '"c,

&=l
(17a)

(171)

d , +), 5(1) ('„')(',", (1) =0.
dy (17c)

and QI„are any two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (17c).
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Now if we choose standing-wave boundary conditions for G,. by setting

q'. '(X) =f;. "'»nf;. X = 0'-."'(X),

p';.'(X) = p;. '"cos(pi. l xl +6.) =- 0'.'5),
6; =tan '(b, /2P, ),

then substitution of Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eqs. (13b) and (14) gives for i, j = 1, 2, 3

Z, ,'„=+ie" '~b„.b„s —K, &s/cos6is,

K;. , s =&Xi.(x;)e'.'(X;) I X';,"l X;s (~, ) e,'s'(X;) &,

K;.„„s=(X;.(~;)0'.'(~;) I X';,"
l X;s(&i)0',s '(1';) &

(~)(o)Zi+s nis =
, bi bias Ki+s n, is/cosBjs ~

K'3 is =
&. X;~(ii;)AI~'(X;) l

K';,"
l X,s(&, ) les'(V;) &,

K;„., ;„s=&Xi.(xi) 4';".'(Xi) IX', ,"IXis(&, ) @is '(X;) & .

(18a,)

(18b)

(18c)

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)

(19e)

(19f)

(19g)

(19h)

The standing-wave choice has the advantage that any symmetric approximation for the K matrix apparently
leads to a unitary collision matrix. Alternatively, we can choose outgoing-wave boundary conditions for
G, by setting

p(')(v) y(s I(v) i -ie;~ p(AI( ) (20)

This choice has the advantage that Z~'~ is proportional to the unit matrix so that no matrix inversion is
required to evaluate the collision matrix. The result is

U, ,g
=-i e'~i6 Sine,. 5, , 5 &+;.'i e'~'~ T,R

e'~~",

T;.,,s = &X;.(Xi)Pi.'(v;)*l X';,"
l X,s(~, ) q,'s'(&, ) &,

T;., ,„s=&X;.(~i) qI.'(v;)*I&i,"I X,s(xi) AIs'(», ) &,

U;+3

Ti+3

Ui„

1+3

's = (x;.(&;)q '.'(Y;)*
I
&';,"I x,s(x, ) 0,'8

~~+~g= —le sln5~5g5~p+ le i+T ~ 3~ g+3ge., ;„s=&xi.(x;)e'."'(v;)*lxi,"
I xis(x, ) q's'(v, ) &,

(21a)

(2 1b)

(21c)

(21d)

(21e)

(21f)

(21g)

(21h)

where again i,j = 1, 2, 3. The rather unfamiliar form of the above relationships among the collision matrix
U = Z 'Z ', the K matrix, and the T matrix is a consequence of the fact that we are considering motion
in one dimension rather than three.

III. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR THE
ONE-DIMENSIONAL EQUAL-MASS

THREE-BODY SYSTEM

We have shown how the collision matrix U pro-
vides a complete description of the asymptotic be-
havior of the scattering-state wave functions. We
have also presented three formalisms for evaluat-
ing the collision matrix in terms of the system
Green's function operator G =(k' —K' ) '. These
are the R-matrix formalism, the K-matrix for-
malism, and the T-matrix formalism. The next

matter to be discussed is the manner of deducing
transition probabilities from the collision matrix.

If both q,.
' and q&s' are negative, then

~ U, s,~ ~' is
the probability that particle i incident on particles
i+ 1 and i —1 in the bound state y; will make the
transition to the state where particle j is leaving
particles j+ 1 and j —1 in the bound state y,.a. This
is true provided that c is large enough so that the
perturbation of X«and y,.8 by the boundary condi-
tions at x, , x,. =+3 '"c is negligible. Similarly, if
q,s' is positive, then

~ U,s «~' is to be regarded as
the probability of transition to the state where par-
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ticle j comes out leaving particles j+ 1 and j -1 in
a standing-wave relative-motion state Xjs. This
last notion does not lend itself to immediate physi-
cal interpretation, so some further analysis is re-
quired. We will follow the method of Schmittroth
and Tobocman. '

Since an attractive zero-range potential well has
only one bound state, there is at most one channel
state having negative q,.

' for each channel en-
trance. Let this state be

g, ,(x, ) =(-,'a, [1 —exp(-3 '"ca, )]] '~'

x exp(-0. 5 a, ) x,. )),
2 & 2q'0 4a

(22a)

(22b)

in = —2a. x ~ =3 c
Xia

x =-3 '"c.
i

(23a)

(23b)

This means that we have taken the end-point bound-
ary conditions to be

The symmetric, positive energy states consistent
with these boundary conditions are

y,.„(x,.}= 3"'c "'cos(q,
~ x,. ~+o,.)

=-
X;,s.(x;), (24a)

q, =aw3'"c ', a = 1, 2, 3, . .. , (24b)

o, , =tan '(a, /2q, ) . (24c)

The set of channel states is completed by the anti-
symmetric, positive energy states

y,. (x, ) = 3'"c '"sin(q, x, ) =-)(,. „.(x,.) . (25)

These states, for the sake of simplicity, are not
chosen to fulfill the same boundary conditions as
the symmetric states, but they are orthogonal to
them, nevertheless, because of their opposite sym-
metry.

Using these expressions for the channel states,
let us examine the outgoing part of scattering-

state wave function 4,. on channel entrance j:

m "'
(—a 11/2 ~ -1/2 e-(1/2)aj]xjl iPjpc U'

+ Q 3 'c ' 'P, '"e' "[cos(q,(x;) o&+,)U z, ., +sin(q, x&)U,. „,,„]a=1
(26)

For sufficiently large values of c the density of positive energy states is so large as to justify the replace-
ment of the summation on index a by an integral:

(27}

With this replacement the positive energy channel state part of the outgoing-wave component of 4,. on
channel entrance j becomes

m 1/2 1/2 -1/4
(j+ Q'Ut ) -m

dqp " e' [c os(
q~ x, ~+ o(q )}U, ~, . ; +sin(qx, )U,. „,.( ],

0

P = (&' -q')'"

v, (q) =tan '(a, /2q) =-o, .

Replacing the trigonometric functions by exponentials gives

(28a)

(28b)

(28c)

C 1/23 1/4
@(j+ Qut) i ~ *1/2 i&C [e&q&jU& + -&qxjUY 1

0
(29a)

~iyaj
Ujq i' e j $'q 'Z + ~ j Qq, $

r = «, /I «, I
.

(29b)

(29c)

Let us introduce the angle

8=tan '(x,./y, ) =ta,n '(x, /c) . (30)
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Note that -w/6 c 8 ~ w/6. Then

(/+oat) 3 -1/2 Ic( a+ atane) U)'(+) + etc(c-a tanB)t/)' j
1/2 -1/4 1/2

+ ~ (-)
e jq, ja jq,ja (31)

Now we can see very clearly how the positive en-
ergy channel state part of the outgoing wave func-
tion depends on c, the radius of the channel en-
trance surface. As c becomes larger, the inte-
grand in Eq. (31) becomes more and more oscilla-
tory. In the limit as c becomes infinitely large
the nonvanishing contributions to the integral will
come only at values of q for which the derivative
of p + q tan 8 with respect to q vanishes. This oc-
curs at q = q, where

—(p+qtan8) =-~ ~tan8=0,q
dq

p

q, = k~ sin8( =yksin8,

p, = kcos8.

(32a.)

(32b)

(32c}

y(y)
xpp Uj ja I, (33a}

For 8 &0 only the first term in the integrand con-
tributes, while for 8&0 only the second term con-
tributes. Making a Taylor-series expansion of the
exponents at q =q, and retaining the first two terms
gives for a very large c

3 -1/4 1/2 1/2
@(j+out) ejc ( pp+ qpl tane I)

2mS'

tions to the positive energy channels is

8t. )
— a(i+ ) ai ) qq)d8" ' ' 2m'

y(y))2 kc cos8
jq, ia I 31/24 (36a)

q =yksin8.

(36b)

(36c)

cos8 sin8= expik rt 6t/Q 2t/Q (3) cos8

cos8 sin8
+ k 61/2 + 21/2

corresponding to zero total momentum and energy
k'k'/2m

The factor 3 '"c will be canceled by a similar fac-
tor contained in

~
U ~'. We have above the transi-

tion rate for going from channel ia to the three-
body breakup channel j, 8. The breakup channel
j, 8 refers to a state of motion having the wave
function

j y k ~g i r .k sine

tf(q q ) e -«(tt /&/tttnXa a)-
= (2P nw/t'ck }'/

Thus

y( j+out) ~U)'( ~ )
8 jc( i)t) +qpl tane I )ia jqp, ja

iV = (m/3"'4wt'a)"'.

Using Eqs. (30) and (32) this becomes

4 '"""—-NU cos8 e'('II)'j' &'p'( )
ia jqp, ja 7

--NUj, j cos8ev(v) jkr

k2 q 2+P 2

r' =x, '+y, ', y =x, /I x/I,
8=tan '(x//y/) =ytan '(qn/pn) .

(33b)

(34a}

(34b)

(35a}

(35b}

(35c}

(35d)

The positive energy channel state part of the out-
going wave (in y/) portion of scattering state 4';
has been represented as a superposition of a com-
plete set of standing waves in xj. Nevertheless, in
the far asymptotic region there is destructive in-
terference that eliminates the incoming parts of
these standing waves.

Finally, the differential probability for transi-

IV. DISCRETIZATION OF THE BREAKUP
CHANNEL CONTINUUM

In Sec. II there is presented the manner in which
a description of the asymptotic behavior of the one-
dimensional equal-mass three-body system can be
formulated in terms of the collision matrix. In
Sec. III the relationship between the collision ma-
trix and the transition probabilities for the sever-
al possible scattering processes is set forth. It
is seen that the physical transition probabilities
can be expressed in terms of the collision matrix
only in the limit as c, the radius of the channel
entrance surface, approaches infinity. In that lim-
it the spectrum of the positive energy channel
states forms a continuum. This makes the matrix
inversion required in the R-matrix method or K-
matrix method of calculating the collision matrix
rather problematical.

%Ye have investigated the possibility of approxi-
mating the continuum of positive energy channel
states by a discrete set. The index a used in Eq.
(24b) to label the positive energy channel states
will assume all positive integer values. It has
been shown by Teichmann and signer' that closed
channels, those for which p, '=k' —q,

' is nega-
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tive, can be omitted from the calculation. This
allows us to impose an upper limit on a corre-
sponding to q, ~ k,

a ~ kc/mS"'. (38)

This upper limit then approaches infinity together
with c.

One procedure for discretizing the continuum,
which is implicit in the method of Schmittroth and
Tobocman, ' is simply to do the calculation for a
sequence of increasing va1ues of c and then extrap-
olate the resulting collision matrix elements to
their infinite c asymptotes. This was tried and
found to be unsatisfactory. The rate of conver-
gence was far too slow.

The procedure that proved to be practical was
one that assumed that the limit c-~ had been
achieved. Then from the results of Sec. III it is
seen that the contributions from channel states for
which q' & k sin'(v/6) = —,'k' tend to vanish at all
points of the channel entrance by virtue of destruc-
tive interference. Thus the continuum of channel
states in the interval 0&q &-,'k only was included,
and this continuum was approximated by the dis-
crete spectrum

of no more than six terms. For this method to
work it is necessary for the integrand to be suffi-
ciently smooth. We find that the final result con-
verges to a limit fairly quickly as the number of
terms used to approximate the integrals is in-
creased. The change as the number goes from 5

to 6 is 0.7/p at 78-MeV incident energy and 2/p at
200 MeV.

V. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Numerical calculations were performed for the
transition probabilities for the various possible
reactions that occur when one particle is incident
on a bound state of the other two. The transition
probabilities to the two-body channels are given by

P, = T1 =
I U~o „I' transmission of particle 1,

P, =R1 = [U»,oI' reflection of particle 1,

P, = K2 =
I U„„I knockout of particle 2,

P, = K3 =
I Ueo»I' knockout of particle 3,

P2=P3 =
I U2o, »l' pickup of particle 3,

P, =P2=
I U„„I' pickup of particle 2.

q. = ak/2n,

a=1, 2, 3, . . . , n.
(39a)

(39b)

These processes are depicted pictorially in Fig.
4. The differential transition probability for three-
body breakup is given by

In conjunction with this spectrum one replaces the
factor c in the normalization of the channel states
given in Eqs. (24a) and (25) by

dP(e) kc, cose, ,. e, .
dg 4 31/2 J,sq;10

I
e

I

g, Ar10j
(4 la)

c, = 2m 3'~'n/k . (40)

This serves essentially to provide the channel-
state sums with the appropriate density-of-states
factor.

Since c is understood to be set equal to infinity
in this second procedure, the method cannot very
well be applied to the R-matrix formalism. It can
be used for the K-matrix method and the T-matrix
method where the procedure requires that the ma-
trix elements for K and T be evaluated by integra-
tions over the entire two-dimensional plane. The
two methods of discretization compared here em-
ploy very different approximations. The first
method proposes using a large but finite value of
c, the radius of the inside region. For this meth-
od to succeed it is necessary that kc»ms'". In
our calculations the capacity of our computer lim-
ited us to kc ~ v3'"(12). This means we have at
most about 10 cycles of phase angle within which
to accomplish the necessary drastic interference
effects. Evidently, this is not enough.

The second method allows the limit c -~ to be
accomplished. Then in the final expression inte-
grals of dq from 0 to —,'k are approximated by sums

INCIDENT CHANNEL I

2
TRANSMISSION OF
PA RT I CL E I

Tl = P4

REFLECTION OF
PARTICLE I

Rl = PI

KNOCKOUT OF
PARTICLE 2 K2= P5

KNOCKOUT OF
PARTICLE 3 K3=P6

PICKUP OF
PARTICLE 3 P3= Pp

PICKUP OF
PART ICLE 2 P2= P5

FIG. 4. Pictorial representation of all the two-body
channels for the one-dimensional three-body system.
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p&,. &

—-hkr, .(-', )'"cose, ,

p&,.„&= akr, (6-'"cose,. + 2 '"sine, ),
p&,. » =hki', (6 '"cose,. —2 "'sine, ),
8 =e&+n~&&/3,

(j) = 1+[(j+ 2) mod3],

n, =0, n, =4, n, =2, n4=3, n, =1, n, =5,

[ e,. /

- &&/6, q = k sin
/ ey I

(41b)

(41c)

(41d)

(41e)

(411')

(41g)

(41h)

(41i)

The positive direction is taken to be the direc-
tion of motion of the incident particle.

The elements of the collision matrix U were cal-
culated from the elements of the K matrix by
means of Eqs. (19) or from the elements of the T
matrix by means of Eqs. (21). In the evaluation of
K and T we made the DWBA. This consists of set-
ting X,, = V, . The DWBA is expected to be valid at
sufficiently great energy k' and for sufficiently
weak residual interactions V,

The evaluation of the resulting integrals is
straightforward, since the residual interactions
are sums of 5 functions and the wave functions are
exponential and trigonometric functions.

The solution for the symmetric case where for
the a~ of Eqs. (3) we have a, =a, =a, =a has been
given by McGuire. ' He finds that for this case the
probabilities for reflection, three-body breakup,
and pickup vanish. For the others he finds

» = l(a -' ig)/(3a+ ig) I',
K2 = K3 = ]2a(-a+ ig)/(a+ig)'~',

g = [3(a'+ 4k') ]'".

(42a)

(42b)

(42c)

Our DWBA calculations for the symmetric case
were compared with the exact transition probabili-
ties given by these expressions.

In addition to the transition probabilities P,. and
dP/d0 we calculated the unitarity sum

vs =g p,. + g ~ v~ „~'
x 8&o

and the total breakup probability

BU= US —Q P—I dd(~) . ,.
x

(43)

(44)

The unitarity sum US should be unity.
The mass of each of the three particles was set

where the subscript j and the angle e,. identify the
breakup mode as corresponding to the particles
emerging with the following momenta in the center-
of-mass frame:

equal to 1 amu. The strength of the zero-range in-
teraction between particles (j+ 1) and (j—1) was
stated in terms of

a~ 8 a, vq mv,2 2 2

]a, f
2m 4 fv, f

4k' (46)

when positive; W& is the binding energy of the

(j+ 1) and (j —1) particle pair. Thus positive W,.

corresponds to an attractive potential, and nega-
tive W, to a repulsive one.

The first set of calculations was done for the
symmetric case W, =W2=W, =2.2 MeV. In this
set the possibility of three-body breakup was ne-
glected. The effect of different choices for the op-
tical potential strength was investigated. We found
that below 100-MeV incident energy the results
were fairly sensitive to the optical potential
strength. The best results were found for b = 2a.

The zero-range subtraction potential used in our
calculations does not conform very well to the usu-
al notion of a finite-ranged diffuse-edged optical-
model potential. Nevertheless, when given the
intuitively reasonable strength of b = 2a its pres-
ence does lead to a marked improvement in the
calculated result. We think that this can be under-
stood by observing that the main purposes served
by the optical-model potential are (a) to give a
good representation of the elastic scattering and
(b) to produce an appropriate increase or decrease
of the amplitude of the elastic-channel wave func-
tion in the interaction region in accordance with
whether the average interaction is attractive or
repulsive. The zero-range interaction with b = 2a
does this at the higher energies where it gives a
two-body transmission amplitude that approaches
the value of the exact three-body transmission
amplitude.

The choice b=2a was used for all the subsequent
ealeulations reported here. Calculations using
this value of b give the DWBA K- and T-matrix
results for the transmission probability T1 and
knockout probability K2+K3 displayed in Fig. 5.
The K-matrix calculation is seen to give much
better results than the T-matrix calculation. The
T-matrix results clearly violate the requirement
that the unitarity sum be equal to one. The results
of the K-matrix calculation fulfill this require-
ment. The fact that the sum of transmission prob-
ability and knockout probability falls short of unity
for the K-matrix calculation is due to the flux
going into reflection and pickup.

Next we repeated the DWBA K- and T-matrix
calculations for the symmetric W,. =2.2 MeV case,
this time including the three-body breakup chan-
nels. We set the n of Eqs. (39) equal to 6. This
corresponds to approximating the continuum of
symmetric positive energy channel states and the
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FIG. 5. Transmission and knockout probabilities for
the one-dimensional three-body system as a function of
the incident energy calculated by means of the DWBA
K-matrix and T-matrix formalisms and compared with
the exact probabilities. W& = W2 = W3

——2.2 MeV.

continuum of antisymmetric positive energy chan-
nel states by six discrete channel states each.
The procedure is repeated for each of the six chan-
nel entrances. Thus including three-body breakup
with n =6 changes a 6-channel calculation to a 78-
channel calculation. The calculation was per-
formed for incident lab energies of 78.3 and 200
MeV. The results are tabulated in Table I. The
K-matrix result for the transmission probability

is degraded by the flux drawn off into three-body
breakup. In spite of this, the K-matrix results
remain superior to the T-matrix results.

This is the one case where we can compare our
results for three-body breakup with the exact re-
sults. At 78.3 MeV the K-matrix treatment pre-
dicts 4% breakup while the T-matrix treatment
gives 3/p. At 200 MeV the K-matrix treatment
gives 0.5% breakup while the T-matrix treatment
gives 0.4%. In both cases the exact result is zero
breakup. The fact that the K- and T-matrix treat-
ments predict comparable breakup probabilities
and the fact that these decrease with increasing
energy allow us to conclude that the discrepancy
is due primarily to the inadequacy of the DWBA
and the fact that our method of discretizing the
continuum of breakup channels for the K-matrix
calculation is satisfactory.

A third set of calculations was done for the case
W, =2.2 MeV, W, =-2.2 MeV, W, =-2.2 MeV. The
zero-range potential is thus attractive between
particles 2 and 3 and it is repulsive for the other
two pairs. This case is one for which three-body
breakup is fairly substantial. Calculations based
on the DWBA K matrix were done at four different
incident lab energies from 78.3 to 400 MeV. The
calculations were done for different values of n

[Eqs. (39)j, one twelfth the number of discrete
states used to represent the continuum of breakup
channels. The objective of this set of calculations
was to study the convergence of our procedure for
discretizing the continuum. We hoped to find that
as n increased, the various transition probabili-
ties approached limiting values smoothly and rap-

TABLE I. Exact and DWBA transition probabilities for the case Wi=W2=W3=2. 2 MeV, y=1. Tl =transmission prob-
ability, K2+K3 = knockout probability, P 2+P 3 =pickup probability, R1 = reflection probability, BU =breakup probability,
US=unitarity sum, 12n =the number of states representing the breakup continuum.

78.3 MeV K2+K3 P2+P3 Rl BU US-1

Exact
K Matrix
K Matrix
T Matrix
T Matrix

200 MeV
Exact
K Matrix
K Matrix
T Matrix
T Matrix

400 MeV
Exact
K Matrix
K Matrix
T Matrix
T Matrix

0.900 23
0.896 21
0.859 85
1.129 46
1.129 46

0.958 08
0.957 51
0.952 64
1.060 36
1.060 36

0.978 53
0.978 40
0.977 25
1.032 00
1.032 00

0.099 76
0.09648
0.095 92
0.069 68
0.069 68

0.041 92
0.041 62
0.041 57
0.036 21
0.036 21

0.021 47
0.02141
0.021 44
0.01994
0.019 94

0.000 00
0.005 24
0.006 50
0.014 08
0.014 08

0.000 00
0.000 69
0.000 74
0.002 57
0.002 57

0.000 00
0.000 16
0.000 16
0.000 68
0.000 68

0.000 00
0.005 10
0.001 99
0.005 78
0.005 78

0.000 00
0.000 17
0.000 16
0.000 28
0.000 28

0.000 00
0.000 03
0.000 03
0.000 05
0.000 05

0.000 01
0.000 02
0.039 55
0.000 01
0.026 73

0.000 00
0.000 00
0.004 99
0.000 00
0.004 40

0.000 00
0.000 00
0.001 12
0.000 00
0.001 06

0.000 00
0.000 00
0.003 81
0.216 12
0.242 84

-2x 10 7

1x 10-8
9x 10 5

0.099 42
0.103 83

—4x10 7

1x1p 8

7x ].0-6

0.052 60
0.053 77
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idly. The results for the transmission, reflection,
and breakup probabilities are presented in Table
III. The results of a similar set of calculations
for the Wy i@2 W3 2.2 MeV case are shown in
Table II. The convergence does indeed appear to
be fairly smooth. The limited capacity of our com-
puter prevented us from using greater values for n.

In a fourth set of calculations the case (W„W„W,)
=(2.2, -2.2, -2.2) MeV was calculated at four in-
cident energies between V8.3 and 400 MeV with n
=6. The purpose here was to compare the DWBA
K- and T-matrix results for a case where there is
substantial three-body breakup. The transition
probabilities to the two-body channels are listed
in Table IV along with the unitarity sum. Note
that pickup and knockout cannot occur because v,
and v, are repulsive. The differential breakup
probabilities are plotted in Fig. 6. The two calcu-
lations give fairly similar results for three-body
breakup. The reflection probability is relatively
unimportant. The T-matrix calculation gives far
too large a value for the transmission probability.
Although there is no exact result available for
comparison, the fact that the K-matrix calculation
does a much better job fulfilling the unitarity re-
quirement indicates its superiority to the T-ma-
trix calculation.

The differential breakup probability is seen in

Fig. 6 to consist of a few prominent lobes plus an
irregular background. A dashed circle is drawn
to show the maximum value attained by any back-
ground point. As the incident energy is increased
there is a decrease in the size of the background
relative to the lobes. We surmise that the back-
ground is spurious and provides a measure of the
error introduced by the Born approximation.

To trace out the shapes of the lobes we in fact
used many more than six points per channel en-
trance. We performed the calculation for each
case several times, each time using a different
discrete spectrum,

q. = a)a/2ny,

0 ly 2y Sy ~ ~ ~ p
Pl

(46a)

(46b)

(46c)

to represent the continuum by choosing a different
value of y. By taking a value of y greater than
unity we ignore part of what we have called the
spurious background contribution to the breakup
probability distribution, and we get a greater num-
ber of the spectrum points in the region of the
lobes. All the spectrum points in the lobe region
fall on the same smooth curve irrespective of the

TABLE II. K-matrix DWBA transition probabilities and their fractional change as a function of n for the case g& = g&
= W& ——2.2 MeV, y = l. T1 =transmission probability, ( npj /pj )

= (pj (n) pj (n —I)( /( -p j (n)(; BU = breakup probability; Rl
=reflection probability; US =unitarity sum; 12n =the number of states used to represent the breakup continuum.

Energy
(Me V) ~

n.TI/TI [ BU I~BU/BUI R1 lnRi/RII US-1

78.3

Exact

200

Exact

400

Exact

0.896 21
0.796 96
0.841 95
0.851 38
0.855 69
0.858 21
0.859 85
0.900 23

0.957 51
0.921 03
0.947 82
0.95137
0.952 19
0.952 48
0.952 64
0.958 08

0.978 40
0.944 68
0.971 58
0.975 74
0.976 81
0.977 14
0.97725
0.978 53

0.124 54
0.053 44
0.01108
0.005 04
0.002 94
0.001 91

0.039 61
0.028 26
0.003 73
0.000 86
0.000 30
0.000 17

Q.035 69
0.027 69
0.004 26
0.001 09
0.000 34
Q.ppp 11

0.000 02
0.090 96
0.059 53
0.049 61
0.044 54
0,041 52
0.039 55
Q.OQO 00

0.000 00
0.009 17
0.006 19
0.005 61
0.005 32
0.005 13
0.004 99
0.000 00

0.000 00
0.001 84
0.001 23
0.001 16
0.001 14
0.001 13
0.001 12
0.000 00

0.527 97
0.19996
0.11383
0.072 74
0.049 81

0.481 42
0.10339
0.054 51
0.037 04
0.028 06

0.495 93
0.060 34
0.017 54
0.008 85
0.008 93

0.002 05
0.001 62
0.001 98
0.002 00
0.001 99
0.0-01 99
0.001 99
0.000 00

0.000 17
0.002 58
0 glpp 16
0.00015
0.000 16
0.00016
0.000 16
0.000 00

0.000 03
0.005 84
0.000 34
0.000 05
0.000 03
0.000 03
0.000 03
0.000 00

0.265 43
0.18182
0.010 00
0.005 03
0.000 00
0.000 00

0.934 11
15.125 00
0.066 67
0.062 50
0.000 00
0.000 00

0.994 86
16.176 47
5.800 00
0.666 67
0.000 00
0.000 00

0.000 00
0.020 45
0.010 80
0.007 42
0.005 65
0.004 56
0.003 81
0.000 00

1x ].0-8

5.95x10 '
2.74x 10 4

1.82x10 4

1.37x 10 4

1.10x 10-4
9x1Q ~

0.000 QQ

1x 10-8
5.26x 10-'
2.21x 10-'
1.40x10 ~

1.03x10 ~

8.27 x 1Q-B

7x 10-8
0.000 00
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TABLE III. K-matrix DWBA transition probabilities and their fractional change as a function of n for the case W&

=22 MeV, W2 ——W&-——22 MeV, v=1. T1=transmission probability, (~j /pj (=(pj (a) pj-(n —I)(/(pj(n) ~; BU=break-
up probability; R1 =reflection probability; US = unitarity sum; 12n =the number of states used to represent the break-
up continuum.

Energy
(Me V) ~

~TI/Tl ( BU
f
ABU/BU f

R1 I~I/RI I
US-1

78.3

200

400

0.984 59
0.944 77
0.899 45
0.882 18
0.879 72

0.880 01
0.880 50

0.998 27
0.99129
0.979 89
0.966 56
0.959 18
0.956 24
0.955 30

0.999 64
0.993 44
0.994 87
0.989 74
0.984 85
0.981 48
0.979 55

Q.P42 15
0.050 39
0.019 58
0.002 80
0.000 30
0.000 56

0.007 04
0.01163
0.013 79
0.007 69
0.003 07
0.000 98

0.006 24
0.001 44
0.005 18
0.004 96
0.003 43
0.001 97

0.045 70
0.093 11
0.11053
0.112 50
0.11176
0.11093

0.007 40
0.01939
0.032 66
0.040 07
0.043 02
0.043 96

0.001 76
0.004 89
0.010 13
0.015 02
0.01840
0.020 33

0.509 20
0.157 62
0.017 45
0.006 59
0.007 48

0.618 40
0.406 19
0.185 01
0.068 46
0.021 26

0.639 64
0.516 75
0.325 44
0.183 78
0.094 78

0.01541
0.01186
0.01125
0.010 52
0.010 46
0.010 52
0.010 57

0.001 73
0.001 60
0.000 98
0.000 98
0.000 91
0.000 87
0.000 86

0.000 35
0.000 48
0.000 26
0.000 15
0.000 15
0.000 14
0.000 13

0.299 33
0.054 22
0.069 39
0.005 74
0.005 74
0.004 73

0.081 25
0.634 32
0.004 10
0.071 43
0.045 98
0.011 63

0.270 83
0.846 15
0.733 33
0.0000
0.071 43
0.076 92

0.00
2.34x10 ~

3.82x10 3

3.23x10 3

2.69x10 3

2.29x10 3

2.00 x 10

0.00
2.87x10 4

2.52 x 10-4
2.p3 x 10-4
1.65x10 4

1.38 x 10-4
1.18x10 4

0.00
4.68x10 5

2.75x10 ~

2.09x 10-5
1.69x10 '
1.42 x 10-5
1.23 x 10-'

value chosen for y. Choosing y so that the spec-
trum of n values of q, falls entirely on the lobes
gives the improvement in the unitarity sum found
in Table IV as compared to Tables II and III. We
take this to be evidence of the spurious nature of
the background.

A fifth set of calculations was done in the DWBA
K-matrix formalism with n = 5 for an assortment
of values of (W„W„W,), the two-particle interac-
tion strengths. The purpose was to see if the vari-
ation of the calculated transition probabilities with
the interaction strengths made physical sense.
The results of these calculations are shown in Ta-
ble V and Fig. V. Although there are no exact re-
sults with which to compare the calculated proba-

bilities, examination of how the calculated transi-
tion probabilities are affected by changes in the
two-particle interaction strengths reveals that
these effects conform to an intuitively reasonable
pattern. We regard this as evidence supporting
the validity of our formalism.

Some of the cases displayed in Table V are not
supplemented by a plot of the three-body-breakup
probability distribution because for those cases
the distribution consists entirely of small-magni-
tude spurious background. These cases are the
(W„Wz, W, ) =(2.2, 2.2, 2.2), (0.4, 0.2, 2.2), and
(0.4, 0.2, -2.2) MeV. In the symmetric case the
result is consistent with the theoretical prediction
of no breakup. In the other two cases the interac-

TABLE IV. DWBA transition probabilities for the case W& =2.2 MeV, W2 = W3=-2.2 MeV, n =6. Tl =transmission
probability, R1 = reflection probability, US =unitarity sum, BU =breakup probability.

Energy
(Me V) Rl BU US-1

E Matrix

T Matrix

78.3
100
200
400

78.3
100
200
400

0.899 75
0.924 19
0.963 18
0.982 24

1.066 99
1.066 03
1.048 01
1.028 56

0.01122
0.005 95
0.000 93
0.000 15

0.025 24
0.013 59
0.002 13
0.000 31

0.089 03
0.069 86
0.035 89
0.017 61

0.069 91
0.061 14
0.033 85
0.018 53

1x10 7

9x 1p-8
6x 10-8
4 x 1p-8

0.162 14
0.140 76
0.083 99
0.047 40

1.6
1.8
2.4
3.5
2.0
2.Q
2.5
3.0
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tion W, is too weak to break up the target bound
state while the fact that W, is attractive causes the
interaction W, to produce knockout rather than
breakup.

In Fig. 6 we see that the breakup distribution
for the (2.2, -2.2, -2.2) case consists of split
lobes pointing along the 8, = 0 and e, = 0 directions.
That is, particles 1 and 3 come away together
leaving particle 2 behind or particles 1 and 2 come
off together leaving particle 3 behind. The lobe
near 8, =0 can be interpreted as a knockout of par-
ticle 2 by 1, with particle 3 playing the role of a
spectator. However, particles 1 and 3 interact via
W„which is repulsive; hence these two particles
find themselves in a continuum relative motion
state. Likewise, the knockout of particle 3 by 1

with particle 2 as the spectator corresponds to the
lobe along e, =0. The lobes are split because
there is repulsion between the pair of particles
coming off together.

If the interaction between tne particle pair trav-
eling together is attractive, then they seem to
prefer to join into a bound state rather than persist
as free particles. This happens for example in
cases (2.2, 2.2, -2.2), (0.4, 0.2, -2.2), and
(0.4, 0.2, 2.2). On the other hand, if there is
zero interaction between the pair of particles trav-
eling together, then the breakup probability dis-
tribution takes the form of a single lobe in the di-
rection predicted by the spectator model as in
cases (0.4, 0.0, -2.2), (0.4, 0.0, 2.2), (2.2, 0.0,
-2.2), and (2.2, 0.0, 2.2). In these cases the
breakup probability distributions are found to be
independent of the sign of W„so only the cases
with W, positive were plotted. Notice that the width
of the lobe is greater for the case for which W,
= 2.2 than for the one for which W, =0.4. The great-
er width of the lobe represents a greater departure

from the simple spectator model resulting from a
greater binding energy of the target.

All the calculations described above were done
using the post-interaction DWBA, namely X,j = V;.
In our sixth and final series of calculations we
compared the post-interaction DWBA with the pri-
or-interaction DWBA, X,.j = Vj, and with the sym-
metrized interaction DWBA, Xo = -', (V, + V&). The
calculations were done in the K-matrix formalism
at incident energy 78.3 with n = 1 and n = 5 for the
(2.2, 2.2, 2.2) and (2.2, -2.2, -2.2) cases. The
results are presented in Table VI.

Transforming from the post-interaction DWBA
to the prior-interaction DWBA means replacing
K-matrix elements

K&~, ,s=&Xin(xi&4m(y )I V. (x y&)IX s4' )4gs(yy&&

Post
CCXi JB

by the quantities

K&"'.7s =&Xi (x;&4; (y;) I V, (x&, y&)l X,s(x;)4~s(y&&&

K Post
j8,ia '

Thus the transformation is accomplished by trans-
position of the K matrix. We see that post-prior
equivalence implies symmetry of the K matrix.

In three-dimensional scattering theory the rela-
tion between the collision matrix and the K ma-
trix is just

U=e' (I+iK) '(I —iK) e'

so that symmetry of the (real) K matrix implies
unitarity of the collision matrix. For our one-di-
mensional formalism the relation between U and
K is more complicated, and we have not been able
to find a general proof connecting the unitarity of
U with the symmetry of K. We nevertheless be-
lieve it to be true because in the many calculations

TABLE V. DWBA K-matrix transition probabilities for miscellaneous cases. E= 78.3 MeV, n =5. R 1 =reflection
probability, P3 =probability for pickup of particle 3, P2 =probability for pickup of particle 2, T1 =transmission prob-
ability, K2 =probability for knockout of particle 2, K3 =probability for knockout of particle 3, BU =breakup probability,
US =unitarity sum.

R1 P2 K2 K3 BU US-1 Wg W~ W3

0.001 992
0.005 028
0.001 949
0.001 843
0.001 858
0.000 224
0.000 070
0.000 003
0.000 665
0.000 492
0.000 002
0.000 002

0.003 303
0.001 505
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 436
0.000 146
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000

0.003 303
0.000 000
0.000 ppp
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.001 403
0.000 105
0.000 258
0.000 QQQ

0.000 000
0.000 145
0.000 110

0.858 209
0.870 089
0.953 703
0.956 513
0.980 631
0.948 282
0.973 585
0.926 182
0.933 102
0.947 553
0.956 128
0.962 841

0.048 115
0.053 776
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.058 909
0.055381
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000

0.048 115
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 615
0.000 051
0.003 522
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 084
0.000 051

0.041 522
0.073 447
0.044 611
0.041 644
0.017 512
0.049 900
0.026 194
0.010 687
0.010 908
0.051 979
0.043 641
0.036 996

0.004 558
0.003 868
0.000 263
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 424
0.000 005

-0.000 003
0.000 203
0.000 023
0.000 000
0.000 000

2.2 2.2
2.2 2.2
2.2 Q.p
2.2 Q.p
2.2 0.0

0.0
0.4 0.0
0.4 0.2
0.4 0.2
0.4 —0.2
0.4 0.0
0.4 0.0

2.2
—2.2

2 y2

-2.2
-2.2

2.2
2.2
2.2

—2.2
-2.2

2.2
2.2

1.0
1.0
1.0
2.2
9.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.Q
1.0
2.2
9.0
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FIG. 6. (a)-(d) Differential three-body breakup probabilities dp/d6 [defined in Eqs. (41)] for the one-dimensional three-
body scattering problem. The results of DWBA K-matrix and T-matrix calculations are compared. n = 6.
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we have done with the symmetrized interaction
DWBA we have found that US -1= 10 '.

For K-matrix elements connecting two-body
channels with two-body channels, post-prior sym-
metry holds rigorously as a consequence of the
Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. With respect to
three-body channel states the Hamiltonian is not
Hermitian and K is not symmetric. In fact, a K-
matrix element connecting a two-body channel to
a three-body channel will be singular in the case
where the residual interaction in the three-body
channel is used and nonsingular in the case where
the residual interaction in the two-body channel
is used.

The singularities that occur in the K-matrix ele-
ments involving three-body channels are of the in-
tegrable type, namely 5-function and principle-
value-type singularities. In discretizing the con-
tinuum we replace each of the singular terms in
the K-matrix elements by its average value over
the energy interval in which it occurs.

Examination of Table VI shows that there is in-
deed a post-prior discrepancy. However, the dis-
crepancy becomes quite small as n is increased in
value to 5. Thus the lack of post-prior equivalence
seems to result from using too coarse a mesh to
discretize the continuum. We conclude that even
though the K matrix cannot be strictly symmetric
when three-body channels are open, nevertheless
our numerical procedures are capable of manifest-
ing the post-prior equivalence predicted by the
theory.

Figure 7(a) displays an irregular shape for the
outer edges of the two lobes. We believe these
irregularities to be erroneous. They arise per-
haps from some undetected numerical instability
in our program that manifests itself just for that
particular set of parameters.

VI. SUMMARY

We have derived the K- and 7'-matrix represen-
tations of the collision matrix for a one-dimension-
al three-body system. These results were then
used as a basis for a series of DWBA calculations
of the scattering reactions that occur when one
particle is incident on a bound state of the other
two. The analysis is similar to that required for
a three-dimensional system in all essentials, but
working in the two-dimensional configuration
space of the one-dimensional system instead of the
six-dimensional configuration sp1ce of the corre-
sponding three-dimensional system makes it easi-
er to describe the special procedures required to
deal with the difficulties connected with rearrange-
ment and breakup processes.

We believe our results demonstrate that the K-
matrix formalism can be used for nuclear reac-
tions for which three-body channels are open. The
technique of discretizing the continuum of three-
body channels tested appears to be quite practical.
The results of our numerical calculations matched
the exact results for those cases for which exact
results were available. For the other cases, the
numerical calculations gave results which ap-
peared to be physically reasonable. Calculations
based on the DWBA K matrix gave results superi-
or to those based on the DWBA 7 matrix.
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TABLE VI. DWBAK-matrix transition probabilities using post, prior, and symmetrized interactions. E =78.3 MeV.
T1 =transmission probability, R 1 = reflection probability, P 2 + P3 =pickup probability, K2 +K3 =knockout probability,
BU =breakup probability, US =unitarity sum.

Rl P2+ P3 K2+K3 BU US W) W2 W3

0.900 227
0.797 234
0.803 122
0.796 956
0.858 241
0.859 563
0.858 209
0.951 845
0.947 013
0.944 777
0.880 215
0.879 983
0.880 012

0.000 000
0.001 622
0.001 396
0.001 622
0.001 992
0.001 940
0.001 992
0.011865
0.011955
0.011865
0.010 518
0.010 533
0.010518

0.000 000
0.014 751
0.014359
0.014 751
0.006 605
0.006 553
0.006 605
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000

0.099 773
0.111795
0.113615
0.116157
0.095 407
0.095 730
0.096 229
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000

0.000 000
0.080 711
0.067 508
0.090 964
0.039 000
0.036 214
0.041 522
0.052 388
0.041 032
0.045 699
0.109925
0.109484
0.111761

1.000000
1.006112
1.000 000
1.020 449
1.001 245
1.000 000
1.004 558
1.016098
1.000 000
1.002 342
1.006 58
1.000 000
1.002 291

2.2 2.2 2.2
2.2 2.2 2.2
2.2 2.2 2.2
22 22 22
2.2 2.2 2.2
2.2 2.2 2.2
2.2 2.2 2.2
2.2 -2.2 -2.2
2.2 -2.2 -2.2
2.2 -2.2 -2.2
2.2 -2.2 -2.2
2.2 -2.2 —2.2
2.2 -2.2 -2.2

Exact
Prior
Symmetric
Post
Prior
Symmetric
Post
Prior
Symmetric
Post
Prior
Symmetric
Post
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FIG. 7. (a)-(d) Differential three-body breakup probabilties dp/do [defined in Eqs. (41)) for the one-dimensional three-
body scattering problem calculated using the DWBA K matrix. n =5. Various choices of (W&, 8'2, W3) are compared.
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APPENDIX A. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTION

OPERATOR

In the discussion of the solutions of the Schro-
dinger equation

(k' —K, ')q =0, (A1a)

K,p' = -V'- P a, 5(x,), (A1b)

(A lc)

it is useful to introduce the Green's function op-
erator

T
G=(k' —K' )-' (A2)

Vfe seek first of all the differential equation for
the configuration-space representative of G. Let
us use the notation

&», yl =&», y; il =&5(x; —»)5(y( —y)I

Then for any operator F and state
I
4 &,

(x, y; i
I
F

I
@& = F.,(x, y; i)(x, y; i

I
+ &

= F,p+

(AS)

(A4)

defines the relationship between the differential
operator F,

&
and the formal operator F. The index

i and argument x, y are omitted when doing so
causes no confusion. It follows that

Thus the configuration-space representative of the
Green's function operator, the Green's function,
is a solution of the differential equations

(k' —K,p') (x, y I
G

I
x', y') = 5(x —x ') 5(y —y'),

(Asa)
2T

(», yl G
I
x', y') (k' —K„' ) = 5(x —x') 5(y —y ) .

(ASb)

It follows that if we find a solution (x, yl Gl x', y')
to these equations, then its symmetric part

G(», y; »', y') = o 5(&», y I
G

I
»', y') + &»', y'

I
G I », y) )

is also a solution. So we can restrict ourselves to
symmetric configuration-space representations of
the Green's function. This is a consequence of the
fact that K' is symmetric in the configuration-

2Tspace representation: (x, y I
K' —K'

I
x', y') = 0.

Now define the optical-model Green's function
operator for channel entrance i:

G, =P, (k' K, ' ) '-P, , (A9a)

(Asb)(K ).,=-V' —a, 5(x,.) —5,.5(y, ),
I »,. I

& 2-'~'c,

=0, lx,. l)S '"c. (A9c)

Define also the residual interaction for channel en-
trance i:

2T 2T TV&=K —Kf =V

(+*IF I
x y' i) =(x y'il F = b, 5(y, ) —a, „5(x„,) —a, ,5(x, ,) . (A10)

=(x, y; il Fl+&

= F,p(x, y; i) (q
I x, y; i)

(A5)

The optical-model Green's function operators will
be defined to be nonvanishing for restricted re-
gions of configuration space. Thus

5(x —x')5(y —y')e(3 '"c —x)e(2 "'c+x)
Consider now the configuration-space represen-

tatives of GG ' and G 'G:
2T

(x, yl x', y'& =&x, vl G(k' —K' ) I x, y'&

=[k' —K', (x', v')](x, yl Glx', y')

=(» yl Gl »' v'& (k' —K',p) . (As)

Similarly,

(», yl»', y'& =&» yl &k' —K' )GI»' y')

=lk'-K„'(x, y)J(x, ylGI»', y'&

+&., vl(K'-K' &Gl", y'&

= (k' —K, ') (x, y I
G

I
x', y') . (A I)

The term containing K' —K' can be shown to van-
ish by transforming it to a surface integral by
means of Green's theorem and noting that the wave
function g(x, , y,.) = 5(x —x, )5(y —y, ) in the bra van-
ishes on the surface for (x, y) an interior point.

=(x, y; il P, I
x', y', i&

=&» y'ilGil»' y'I& &k' —K&". )

= (k' —K,.',p) &x, y; il G, Ix', y', i&,

(A11a)

(A 1 lb)

where 6 is the unit step function that vanishes for
negative argument. The corresponding operator
relation is

G]Gc
' = G] 'G) =P, ,

G -'=u2-K'
(A12a)

(A12b)

Our analysis differs from previous analyses
through the replacement of 1 by P, in Eqs. (A12).
This modification is required by virtue of the R-
matrix formalism we use. In this approach the
total Green's function G must have a range that
includes the entire inside region. The channel en-
trance i Green's function G, , on the other hand,
for our purposes must be an expansion in terms
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-1
G 1+V

it follows that

G(G& 'G=GcG 'G+GaV;G

(A13)

of the complete set of channel states X, . Thus
the G,. must have a range that comprises only a
portion of the inside region when there is more
than one channel entrance. This necessitates the
presence of the projection operator P, . An addi-
tional consequence is that G and G, cannot fulfill
the same asymptotic boundary conditions on the
channel entrance surfaces.

Now we are prepared to derive the integral equa-
tions for G. Since

matrix when (A17b) is used instead of (A17a). This
means that in the expression for the collision ma-
trix, Eqs. (14a) and (19) or Eqs. (21), the matrix
elements of the type (X; P, I V,. f X,8$,()) which

appear when the derivation is based on Eq. (A17a)
may be replaced by the corresponding matrix ele-
ment of Vj which would occur when the derivation
is based on Eq. (A17b). This fact is known as the
post-prior equivalence. Our derivation of this
result seems preferable to some others that have
been published' "which improperly assume the
Hermiticity of K, and Kj with respect to mixed
representations in terms of the X, &II),. and the

Xj84j8'

=P)G

=G;+G]V;G

GGj 'Gj =GG 'Gj+GVjGj

=GP 7'

=G, +GVjGj

(A 14)

(A 15)

APPENDIX B. OPTICAL-MODEL

GREEN'S FUNCTION

The optical-model Green's function is a solution
of the differential equation

(0 -R( p)&x, y;1 IG(fx, y;i)=&x, y;ifp, fx', y', i),
(Bla)

so that

P]G =G;+G]V;G,

GP, =G, +GVjG, .

(A16a)

(A16b)

Note that the operators G ' and G,. ' are defined
over the entire inside region like G. On the other
hand, the operator G, equals P,.G,. and G,.P, . For
evaluating the R matrix element R; je it is the
quantity P,GP, which is required. By substituting
each of the above integral equations into the other,
one finds

(A17a)

= 5(x —x') 5(y —y')e(3 ' c —x)e(3 ' 'c + x),

(Bib}

2
a' a'

2
—

2
—o 6(x) —& 6(y) .

eX2 ay2 $ (Blc)

&» y' il p; I»' y'I) = 2 x;.(»)6(y —y')x(. (x'),
a=1

(B2a)

For the projection operator P, in the region
I xf, fx'I 3 "'c we use the following representa-
tion:

(-)=P,.Gj+ G(x]j Gj,

X]j =Vj+V]GVj.(-)

(A17b)

(A17c)

(A17d)

where the X, are solutions of

* ~;y( ) ~ y,.*)x;.(*) =0, (B2b)

Equations (A16) constitute operator relations for
the Green's function operators which become inte-
gral equations for the Green's function when trans-
formed to a configuration-space representation.
For a two-body scattering problem there is only
one channel entrance. In that case it is necessary
to set the P, all equal to 1:

which are real and orthonormal;
3-l/2 C

J dxx. (x)x ~(x) =6.~3-l/2 (B2c)

&x, y; iI G; I
x', v', I) = 2 x(.(x) g,.(y, y')x, .(x'),

n=1

Since we need to use G, only in the region
I x, I

~ 3 ' 'c, we can use the expansion

G =Go+ GoXGo,

X = V+ VGV.

(A18a)

(A18b)
provided that

As we have noted in Sec. II, either Eq. (A17a)
or (A17b) can be used for evaluating the R matrix.
They give identical results except 'that X&y is re-
placed by X~&~ in the expression for the collision ~i ~f fx (B3c)

d
~ ~ ' by(y) l';.'}y,.(y, y') =()(y- y'), (Byb)
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d2

d
*+b;)))&)+P,.') 0,.()') =0

Then g, can be represented by

g, (y, y') = p',."(y,)p~"(y, )/~, „,

(B4)

(B5a.)

Let p,
' and p,

' be two linearly independent sol-
utions of

e«=tan '(b, /2p, ) .

Then we will use the "outgoing-wave" choice

(x) {+) (2 ) {-)
%~a =4~ 4'a =%~a

)pI„"(y) =cos(p,
~ y~+8«) ~i e-'o~ sinp„y,

(Beb)

(B7a)

(87b)

w, =2ze ' '~p, cose, (B7c)

(B5b)

where the Wronskian w, is independent of z. We
will employ two different choices for P,

' and p,
' .

First we will make the "standing-wave" choice

sinp, y, cos(p, ~y, ~+e, )
( )

)pi)'„'(y) =cose, „e+)~", y&0

(y) =cose,„e 'P«", y&0.

(BBa)

The outgoing-wave Green's function g,„' then has
a purely outgoing-wave asymptotic behavior be-
cause
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